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THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

Dispute arises
as Biafra aid
program starts
l-AGOS i API- Nigerian relief.teams
rushed food to refugees spilling out of
Biafra yesterday, as a dispute between
Nigeria's organizations over directing
aid for the Biafrans appeared settled, for
the moment at least. But international
effort* to fly in food and medicine
remained froien.
The Nigerian government rejected
help from Joint Church Aid and other
private agencies which had tunneled aid
to Biafra during the civil war.
Nigerian Red Cross teams struggled
to keep up with the advancing Nigerian
troops as Biafran units were reported
surrendering on all fronts.
The military advance was so fast that
relief teams were caught off guard, and
hungry refugees had to walk many miles
for food. Officials said considerable
quantities of supplies were in Nigeria but
the problem was local transport.
A convoy was to leave for F.nugu. the
former Biafran capital, in a few days
with spare engine parts for trucks.
A Nigerian Red Cross official said his
teams would continue working whatever
disputes arose In Lagos.
The local dispute subsided when
Timothy Omobare, head of the government affiliated National Commission for
Rehabilitation, said in an interview that
the Nigerian Red cross had a mandate
over all emergency relief.
Earlier
the
commission
had
challenged the authority of the Red
Cross, declaring that the commission
was responsible for receiving and
allocating all foreign donations.
Of foreign aid offers, Maj. Gen.
Yakubu Gowon, Nigerian chief of state,
said in a radio interview: "We don't want
their help or assistance. We will do it
ourselves."
But at UN. headquarters in New
York, Nigerian Ambassador Edwin
Ogebe Ogbu told newsmen it was "totally
incorrect" to say that his government
was refusing to accept relief supplies.
Ogbu said the only requirement for
receiving relief shipments was that they
be channeled through the designated
agencies of the federal government in
Lagos-the rehabilitation commissioner
and the Nigerian Red Cross.
Ogbu said this was necessary in order
to safeguard Nigeria from all kinds of
flights by military planes from outside
that might imperil the nation's security.

lly the- AvD«.ikU.-d Press
Student!) at Ohio University brought out their hammers yesterday \»
build tin- shack! of k siiikll "Resurrection City'' which they will liv«: in
through Saturday Ui mark the birthday of the Itev \n Martin l.uth'.-r
King Jr
Four states knd severkl large Citttt will observe Mkrtin l.uther
King" day UKlky, when the Nobel Peace I -aureate would have been 41
At Ohio University in Athens, school officikls kpproved building
shacks on the college green as k memorial to King, who planned the
"Resurrection City" protest in Wkshington. IJ .('. , but was assassinated
before it tiKik place.
The Kentucky Christian leadership Conference said Tuevlay it would
organize a union of domestic workers in King's memory
Since improving the conditions of the poor was the mam thrust of his work, we
thought it was only fitting to help organize the union," skid the Hev 1*0
lesser Jr.
King wks killed April 4,1968 in Memphis, Tenn , where he had gone to
organize support for striking sanitation men
His body was removed Monday from Southview Cemetery in Atlanta
and buried next to the Ebenezer Baptist Church there, where he was copastor with his father
Martin l.uther King Jr. Memorial Park will be built on the site, which
will be inaugurated officially today with a ceremony thkt his widow.
Coretta Scott King, will attend
Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis of Maine, Marvin Mandel of Maryland, Nelson
A. Rockefeller of New York and Dan Evans of Washington designated
today "Martin Luther King Day."
The mayors of Atlantic City, N.J.; Buffalo; Charleston, W. Va ;
Kansas City, Mo.; New York and Rochester, NY.; made similar
proclamations. The city councils in Boston, Cleveland and Los Angeles
called on Congress to make Jan. 15 a national holiday.
Public schools will be closed in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Kansas City and Berkeley, Calif., while Washington, DC, schools will be
open for a half day.

Defense and l-'-ducutional Kuml said civil
rights lawyers would NOT Ihr ruling In
fight for .speedy desegregation elsewhere
as wrll.
Tlk- districts arc Jackson. Marshall
anility luid llnlly Springs, Miss.; Jefferson lliriiiingluini county, llessemer
.iii.l Mobile county. \..i . Ilurkc. Hibb
and Houston counties. Qa.; Hay and
Aliichua counties. Kla.; anil West
Fchciana, Kast Keliciana and Concordia
parishes. I«i.
Ttiey range in school populations from
a high of 7J.504 in Mobile and 67.000 in
Jefferson Counties down to 2,419 in West
Kehcutna Parish and 2,743 in Holly
Springs.
The court's usual unanimity in school
desegregation cases broke, although
none of the eight justices opposed in any
way the court's holding that racially
separate public schools are illegal.
Burger
and
Stewart,
in
a
"memorandum." said they disagreed
with the summary reversal of the circuit
court, which, they said, "is far more
familiar than we with the various
situations of these several school
districts, some large, some small, some
rural and some metropolitan."
Burger and Steward added that it
seemed unsound to them to peremptorily
reverse the lower court decision without
a hearing before the high court.
Justices John Marshall Marian and
Byron R. White said they joined the
reversal and declared that "graduated
implementation'' of desegregation "is no
longer constitutionally permissible."
However, they said "yardstick"
should be, that once a federal court finds
school districts are not complying with
the high court's general disapproval of
freedom of choice attendance plans, the
officials should have a maximum of eight
weeks to desegregate.
Justices Hugo L. Black, William 0.
Douglas, William J Brennan Jr. and
Thurgood Marshall took the strongest
desegregation position. They went on
record disagreeing with Harlan and
White and said they believe their views
were a "retreat" from the court's
holding Oct. 29 in a Mississippi school
case that "the obligation of every school
district is to terminate dual school
systems at once and operate now and
hereafter only unitary schools."

-N«wa photo by Til

Tuition increases widespread
By the Associated Press
Ten years ago it cost $2,300 to attend
Yale University for one year. This year It
costs $3,600. Next year it will cost $3,900.
The figures represent an increase of
almost 70 per cent. They include only
tuition and room and board, not books or
incidental living expenses. They tell a
story being repeated on college campuses across the country.
An Associated Press survey showed
the rising prices affected public and
private universities, large and small
schools, all faced with inflation and
generally higher education costs.
At New York University, tuition alone
has risen about 42 per cent in the past
eight years and will go up another $175 to
$2,450 a year from next September.
At the University of Montana, tuition
and room and board is 24 per cent higher

this year then it was in the academic
year 1965-66. Increases for the coming
year are being discussed, although no
figure has been set.
The increases vary from a few dollars
to several hundred. Officials blame the
boosts on higher salaries for teachers,
rising construction costs, general inflation, need for new equipment, more
expensive housing and cutbacks in
federal (Mi
"The cost of education is getting more
expensive all the time," said a
spokesman for Brigham Young
University, a Provo, Utah school
operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of
the letter day Saints. Tuition for church
members will go from $480 to $500 a year
next fall, the spokesman said. Nonmembers will continue to pay $750 a
year.

Budgetary problems force WBGU-TY
to curtail programming for 6 months
Budget difficulties have forced
WBGU-TV, the University television
station, into a
curtailment
of
programming for the remaining six
months of the fiscal year 1969-70,
Gregory Schubert, station manager, said
yesterday.
"We overextended ourselves for the
first six months, and have had to reevaluate our programming, especially
local live production. We have not
received a budget cut from the
University," Schubert said.
Programs which are being discontinued or curtailed are "Falcon Flash■ ... ■ BJM ■ .

Volume M/M«ir?.b*; 14

| Tributes for
a fallen saint

Feb. 1 deadline set
for deseg regation
WASHINGTON lAI'l-The Su|irciikCourt ruled fi-2 \ ostorday tluil public
schools attended by about MMM
students in five southern stall's uiiLst bo
desegregated ti\ Fob. I.
Chief Justice Warrrn K. Hiirger ami
Justice Potter su-wart objected, saying
tlii- court should have heard argument
before acting, so thiit "Haj varying
problems" of iiulividual school districts
riniM have boon explored
The ilivision reversed a IXv. I ruling
by theI' S Circuit Court in Now Orleans
that the U school districts involved could
postpone desegregation until next fall.
A lawyer for the NAAlT l*gal
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back," a weekly talk show with either the
football
or
basketball
coach,
"Viewpoint," an interview series with
President William T. Jerome III; and
"Bifocal," a public affairs series involving interviews with local community
leaders.
"Bifocal" will be incorporated into
the daily newscasts, Schubert said.
Regular newscasts will be continued,
along with the station's regular
educational TV commitments to
academic departments.
Some students who are working on the
cancelled programs have been dropped.

but all full-time personnel and the more
experienced students will continue to
work, Schubert said.
Blaming the station's difficulties on
lack of state aid to higher education,
Schubert said, "We tried to do too many
special projects and didn't spread them
out well enough through the year, so we
have to cut back on them. Actually, with
the tight money, we're in no different a
position than any other department in the
school. There is a dire need to reexamine the priorities in state higher
education."
WBGU-TV will also continue
broadcasting selected basketball and
hockey games, because the student
crews have volunteered to work without
pay. Once-a-month videotaped broadcasts of Music School concerts will also
be retained.

The Rev. Clement J. Schneider, S.J.,
acting president of Creighton University
in Omaha, Neb., cited general inflation
as the reason for next fall's planned
tuition boost of $60 per semester,
bringing the yearly tuition to $1,550.
"In light of the continuing upward
trend in the cost of living, we consider the
amount of the tuition increase to be
minimal," he said.
Tuition and fees at Duke University
will go from $2,000 to $2,100 a year next
September. A spokesman said the major
factor was a wage increase for
nonacademic employees whose earnings
will go from $1.60 to $1.80 an hour.
Many schools claim tuition increases
do not cover rising costs.
At NYU, for example, a spokesman
said the estimated cost of educating a
student this year rose $254, $79 more than
the tuition increase.
The Kansas doard of Regents, voting
to increase student academic fees at six
state colleges and universities, said the
higher rates were enacted to meet a
legislative requirement that fees should
come close to covering 25 per cent of the
schools' operating expenses.
Tuition at the same schools will go up
$120 to $461 a year for residents and $250
to $1,051 for nonresidents.
Almost all the schools surveyed said
they tried to raise scholarship aid in
proportion to fee increases.
"We do everything possible to keep
aided students." said a spokesman for
Stanford University in California. "No
one is turned away because of financial
hardship."
Tuition for three academic quarters
at Stanford will go from $2,145 to $2,400
next fall. A spokesman said the increase
"is to keep Stanford's tuition in line with
other comparable universities."
A Colgate University spokesman at
Hamilton. N.Y. said it was school policy
that no student be dropped from financial
reasons. He said aid would increase to
meet tuition, up $150 to $3,600 for the
current academic year.
Colgate has estimated students will

spend about $4,200 for tuition and fees
during this year. A spokesman said there
seemed to be a pattern of increases every
two years, but warned the boosts could
become an annual event.
Some schools try to ease the burden of
guaranteeing that even if there is a rate
hike during the student's four years ir
college, he will pay no more than it cost
when he entered
Such a policy is already in effect at the
College of Idaho, a private, churchrelated school, where tuition has increased $140 a year for the past three
years and will go up another $150 to 11.750
in September.
Harvard University and its sister
school. Radcliffe College, tried to limit
increases to one every four years so each
student would face only one tuition jump,
a spokesman said. "But." he added. "I'm
not too sure we'll be able to maintain
that."
Tuition at Harvard and Radcliffe was
raised from $2,000 to $2,400 last fall and
there will be no increase this September.
Efforts were being made in some
areas to hold the line.
Georgetown University, a Jesuit
school in Washington, has had increases
for the past two years but plans none next
fall. The administrator. Father Robert J.
Henle. said he hoped that by keeping
costs stable he could make the university
more heterogeneous, instead 'of attracting students only from affluent
families.
Neal A Maxwell, executive vice
president of the University of Utah, said
of his school's $160 per quarter tuition
rates "Were probably as high as we can
Co."
Maxwell said the tuition was "the
highest resident tuition of state
universities in the 11 Western suites."
and added. "We are reluctant to suggest
any increase for the 19TO-71 academic
>ear unless the legislative situation is so
austere we are forced to do so."

*T McDonald towers to be plush

IMH.K K MDVI-. la on Australian antiwar drm«n«lrktor«
who heckled Vice President Splro Agm-w Tumriay an he

placed a wreath mi Ihr ABHlrallan war memorial In
('anhrrrn. The protestors carried Vh-t Cong Mag-,

Two high-rise dormitories, to be
erected north of Mi-Donald Quadrangle,
will be "the plush ilorins on campus."
according to Assistant University Architect Fred Am.
The Uiwers. and a dining-hall addition
Ui IIH quadrangle, should be under
construction by late winter or early
spring, and ciMiipleU-d in time for the full
tenn. 1071. Construction bids have been
received and arc under tin- estimated
nut. University Treasurer Paul Mayor is
i-iirri-iitly arranging financing
Arn is assuming that one tower is for
IIM-II and the otlk-r for women, but the
facilities will la- inU-reluingenblo. Tlklowers will li.nise an estimated 858
students and will IK- nir-coiulitioiied and
nir|M-Ufl.
Although McDonald's kitchen is
adequate In supply the additional
.students, a :u*l seal dining-room addition
will IM- made
'IIH- architect ompliasi/«il thai tlkdormitories are designed la allow
students more fli-xibilily in mom

arrangement. The basic two-man room
style is maintained, but dimensions have
been cluinged from 10 by 15 feet to 12 b>
18 feet.
All furniture, including desks,
bureaus and closets, is moveable.
allowing the student* to arrange a study
area-sleeping area set-up. In cases of
complete iiu-onipatability. a screen can
be used to divide Ihr room
Kadi floor will also liave four single
rooms, a lounge with kitchenette, a study
room and a typing room
laoiind floors of each building will
contain tin mail roam, large laundry and
a recreation room. On the suggestion of
Kayelta Paulson, associate doan of
students. Ihis rocri-alion room will include gymnastic ei|iiipinenl such as
weigh) pulls and hieyolo exercisers
A eonnnon ground floor connecting
Hie Iwo buddings will house anollk'r
i ecication room. |N>ssibly with pmg-|iong
and i H>..I tables, and tlk- lounge area,
which will In- divided into .smaller, cozier
areas I ball forilll-rlv .

The added lltli floor on one of the
lowers serves a dual purpose, with a
snack bar and large rooms for conferences and overflow dormitory space
Arn said ho thought students would
like the olianges instituted in Ihr now
dormitories
• We've consciously tried to make it
easier for the student In loading and
unloading there are 10 10 IS park.ng
spaces to unload directly from the car
onto carts At this point there are no
stairs between you and tho elevator." he
s-nd
Arn added that unlike the
quadrangles, then- will ho only a short
distance from the individual rooms to
elevators and stairs, and windows are
opor.-ililr. reducing tin- throat of a fire
like Ilk- oiie in Ohio State's lower
Ho said ho feels they hold "no more
danger than am i>f tlk- other buildings on
campus "
"Tlk-so oWins have more room, more
flexibility ami more variety of lounge
space." Am said "In my opinion they're
Ilk- lk-sl wove put out yet."
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eDiTeRiaLS
checking whom?
A federal commission has asked the government to form an independent study board, presumably to be headed by Dr. Milton S.
Eisenhower, to investigate the press and broadcast journalism.
The press is for from perfect, but so is any other people-oriented institution. The news that reaches the people is likely to
spring from controversy. People are simply not interested in reading about all the good that goes on in the world, even if it were
possible to report it completely.
Those reporting the news are exposed to both sides of an issue,
and being human, develop their own opinion of who's right and
who's wrong. Hut very seldom, we feel, does this personal bias
creep into their work, and certainly not enough to justify the type
of governmental interference which thin commission infers is needed.
The intent of this proposed study imnrd, as the recommendation
was worded, ia to see if the news media is responsive to the public and if the public hua confidence in the media.
There is a hidden charge within that recommendation that the
media is already in a state of disrepute with the public, which is
almost impossible to prove.
Such a superficial recommendation fuils to take into account the
many aspects involved in news coverage, and defames the reputation of news media members from the outset.
Dr. Kisenhower, the presidentially-uppointed member to head the
commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence is in what
way an authority on news coverage?
Re belive that if such u recommendation is to enjoy even passing support from the government, the least that can be done is to
have newsmen on the study bourd. And, it must be truly independent.
Just a* it takes doctors to testify uguinst other doctors in a
malpractice suit, und luwyer against lawyer in u disbarment proceeding, it's only fair to huvc professional newsmen on this type
of bourd.
It is un all too prevalent belief that the news media is in some
way responsible for the bud news it covers. Dr. Kisenhower's
violence atudy report mokes reference to this.
News is not manufactured by responsible newsmen. It is reported for the public good und to defend the people's right to know.
Do the people want u wishy-washy press? If 10I, then what does
it mean to "make" the press more responsive to the public?

orientation change
Some intelligent and needed alternatives to the present system of freshmen orientution into college life have been proposed by the personal advisory committee to Roger Coate,
Student Council vice president of academic affuirs.
The existingorientution program has too long stressed showing off the new buildings on campus and where to meet the
opposite se» at the expense if giving new students u good
look at the problems and choices they will face in college

life.
Among the suggestions made by this committee in its report arc the need for discussion courses in reading und studying improvement, values, and books. Also recommended
was u more flexible gruding system for freshmen, und the
need for improved counseling facilities.
Not included in the report but also deserving attention by
the Administration is the possibility of abolishing the segregated dormitory System, which separates stony freshmen
from upperclassmen.
Perhaps the help upperclussmen could render to their freshman underlings would be of greater benefit towurd integrating them with their new environment than the value of the
freshmen group identity afforded by the present system.
It is a betterpolicy to level with the freshmen from the start
and help them udjust to the realities of their situation than
to build them up only to let them discover to their disillusionment the frustrations and hangups of college life that
have been gloased over every September.
Orientation can and should be a more meaningful experience
for the student than it is now.
\ careful consideration of
the recommendations made by this committee would be u
wise move.

'offensive or defensive?'

'Upward Bound9 head airs his gripes
After graduation from high school,
Upward Bound students usually attempt
to "bridge" the gap between high school
and college through a summer school
program-their last days as members of
Upward Bound. If they can attain
passing grades in summer school, they
are accepted in college and are no longer
under the auspicies of Upward Bound,
but regular college students.
We have not at Bowling Green State

By Clifford Brooks
Dept. of Education

After six months of service as the codirector of the Upward Bound Program
with Robert Beard, certain distrubing
facts have bothered me about the
program and this University. The most
disturbing of these is what prompts me to
write this-too many people in the
University have no idea, or a near
completely false idea, of what an Upward
Bound student is.
To set the record straight, there are
no Upward Bound students on campus
during the academic school year, only
former Upward Bound students. The
Upward Bound program is a high school
program designed to assist underprivileged youth into college. One of
the requirements to get into the program
is that an applicant be an under-achlever
whom a teacher, principal or counselor
recognizes as having the potential to
make it in college.
He may be black, white, yellow, or
brown.
There are about 300 Upward Bound
Projects in the United States and islands
under our flag; nearly 30,000 kids trying
to prove that they, too, can fit into the
mainstream of American society-that
they don't have to remain mired in the
ghettos of big cities and slum areas of the
country, as their parents were forced to
do.
It's a beautiful program on paper. The
trouble is the designers of such a
program could not possibly foresee the
many problems inherent in such a
program. Underprivileged students who
are under-achievers come from families
that have been deprived of the basic
needs our society has determined
necessary for one to have if he is to
compete favorably with others.
After mistreating their families for
hundreds of years and branding them as
under-achievers, where in truth we have
been under-teaching them, we suddently
tell these children that their "Great
White Father" has made it possible for
them to go to college-if they can unlearn
what hundreds of years of deprivation
and second class citizenship has taught
them.
They now have to become, nearly
overnight, what their forebears have
been denied the opportunity to become
for centuries. The simple fact is that one
year, two years, or even three years in
Upward Bound is a poor substitute for the
many years of misunderstanding,
mistreatment, and miseducation their
families have to suffer through.

University twenty-seven fo.mer Upward
Bound students Since I have been in the
office of Upward Bound, I have had many
conferences with these students and have
become quite discouraged by the
treatment they have apparently received
at Bowling Green State University.
The fact that we have partially opened
the doors of college to them doesn't
change their immediate situation at all.
These students come to the Upward
LE SHRUG

student vice president explores Council's goals
By Tom Carton
Student Body Vice President
It is my intent by means of this article
to relate to the University a little of what
Student Council is doing and, more
specifically, what I, as Vice President of
Rules and Regulations am attempting to
do within this community.
It is unfortunate that I had not written
this article prior to the Board of Trustees
meeting, but "e'est la vie". I am particularly disgusted that "our" Trustees
have, in all actuality, denied our request
for two students to be placed as nonvoting members on this Board.
This reasonable request, which is
following a trend across the country, was

neatly avoided by a nice bit of political
sidestepping. I will dispense with this
vein of thought since it isn't my only
purpose to criticize the Board of
Trustees, however, it is this disturbing
fact which seems to overshadow this
communication.
The recent publication of recommendations for Freshmen in the realm of
academics, by Roger Coate, is a
significant contribution to the betterment
of the Freshmen academic experience,
which we all so well remember. The
effects of this publication should be quite
beneficial to the incoming student, if the
recommendations
are
seriously
discussed by the University community.
Various other Student Council un-

r—our man Hoppe

exploits of carefree natives
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
This is where The Beautiful People
winter - here on this lovely Caribbean
Island with its gay, happy, carefree
natives.
The Beautiful People spend their days
drinking rum, playing golf and complaining about the service. The gay,
happy, carefree natives spend their days
drinking rum, doing hard labor and
heaving rocks at The Beautiful Peoples
cars.
It's an interesting relationship.
The major native industry is selling
native handicrafts - all believed handicrafted by the natives of Germany's
Black Forest.
The enterprising native purchases a
stock of these handicrafts - mostly
highly-varnished wood carvings collects a half-dozen of his children and
sets up a stand on the bend of any old dirt
road.
As a car full of Beautiful People approaches, the gay, happy, carefree
native steps out in its path, wearing a
broad grin - the broad grin of a man
suffering from dyspepsia.
Should the car fail to slow down, he
leaps aside at the but moment and waves
at The Beautiful People with a gay,

happy, carefree gesture. Literally
translated, this traditional native gesture
means, "May your yacht be attacked by
dry rot, your Lear jet develop engine
trouble and your AT&T drop SO points."
The gay, happy, carefree children
then let fly with the rocks.
The natives appear to enjoy this
vigorous method of salesmanship immensely. The Beautiful People don't.
Take Mr. Onassis Halbertram, a
Kansas City overall manufacturer. Mr.
Halbertram qualifies easily as one of The
Beautiful People, being spindle-shanked,
heavily-paunched, totally bald and very,
very rich.
Interviewed on the veranda of the
Xanadu Beach, Golf & Gin Rummy Club
where he'd been trying for 20 minutes to
get his third pre-lunch daiquiri, Mr.
Halbertram said the natives were sullen,
shiftless, and lazy and he didn't care if
they could hear him.
He said he'd been here six days
without leaving the club grounds and
while it had been "a great vacation" (he
shot a 94 last Friday), he rather dreaded
the ride back to the airport.
"The trouble with these damn
natives," he said with a frown, "is they
think they own the place."
Oddly enough, the natives, when you
get to know them, turn out to be gentle,
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Bound office because they feel at hon
If this University is sincere about i
Upward Bound program, it should ma)
an improved effort on the part of tl
University personnel who come
contact with these students. They don
ask for special treatment or any hai
douts.
A little understanding from the
fellow University constituents wou
help.

A. John holtz
Constance r. zoll
donald luce

Tha BG N.». i. published Tu.sdoys thru Fridays during iho regular
school yoor, and anca • waak during tho awatmo* sessions, under authority al tha Puallcaliana Caaamlttee of Bawling Green State University.
Opinions a-prossed In editenol cartoons or olhor columns In tha Naws
4a sat necesserlly raflact tha oalnlana al tha University Adralnlatratlen
faculty ar naff or tha Stata of Ohla. Opinions asreseaaad by columnists do
nor necessarily raflact tha opinions of tha BG Nawa. Editorials In tha BG
Nawa raflact tha opinions of tho me,a*Hy al -e-eers of tha BG Nawa Editorial Beard.

funny and very Ukable. You might even
call them beautiful people.
I got to know Kermit, the chef, a little
bit. He's a handsome young man and a
devoted father, who brings his 18-monthold son to work with him and sits him up
on a kitchen stool.
After a couple of days, I asked Kermit
for the complex sociological reasons
underlying rock-throwing at Beautiful
People's cars. He grinned.
"They are rich, man," he said with a
shrug. "We are poor."
So now I understand the natives. But I
don't understand The Beautiful People.
Why don't they build themselves a luxury
resort in the heart of their local black
ghetto and save the long plane ride?
I guess if you're rich these days, you
might as well be hated in a pleasant
climate.

dertakings will make their way to these
pages of the BG News in the near future.
An off-campus guide-to-living pamphlet will soon be available to our ever
increasing number of students making
their exodus to the freer apartment living
atmosphere. This guide will include
many interesting sections devoted not
only to safeguards for the present offcampus student, but also how to find good
off-campus living accommodations for
the prospective off-campus student as
well.
This booklet was compiled and
designed by the Student Housing
Association - an integral part of your
Student Government.
Investigation has been underway for
quite some time now concerning alternate board payment plans. Overall
concentrated efforts are now being made
to submit some concrete proposals very
soon which may, in some respects,
counteract the recent $10.00 per quarter
increase in board fees. In this way,
students may choose a food payment
plan which would be somewhat consistent with the meals which the student
actually eats.
For example, if a student is away
from campus on weekends, he may elect
not to pay for weekend meals, thus
reducing his board payments. There are
several other proposals now being considered which may be implemented if
they would result in a meaningful
savings for students.
If there are any significant
suggestions or problems which you, as a
member of this University community,
may have, please bring them to our attention. This may be done most effectively at open Student Council
meetings. There is a meeting this
Thursday at 7:30p.m. in 112 Life Science
Building. We hope to see and hear from
you. We are your Student Government.

news
Lerrers
Mose/ey Hall leaves her cold
For once everyone on BG's campus has had a legitimate gripe and it has
nothing to do with the Administration. Of course, I'm talking about the recent
onset of extremely cold weather. I realize the University has no control over the
weather, but what about ice-cold classrooms.
Someday when the temperature is below freezing, I'd like to see a person of
consequence from the Administration Building leave his nice, warm office and
sit through a fifty minute lecture in room 300 Moseley Hall.
Since most persons of consequence are too busy with "more important
matters", I'd like to take this opportunity to describe what would have appeared before his wondering eyes.
Cold air would be blowing through the windows and sweeping across the
room. As if that was not enough, the heater does not even work.
Consequently, the students sit in their seats clad like Eskimos. Have you
ever tried taking notes with mittens or gloves on?
Meanwhile, the instructor lectures to the class still wearing a coat. Add to
that the inability to concentrate on the Instructor's words of wisdom while
trying to keep from freezing, and a picture of 300 Moseley Hall has, been
created.
Now I ask you, are conditions such as these really necessary? This
University can afford to unnecessarily redecorate the Rat, or plant an international forest between the Student Services Building and Kreischer
Quadrangle, so why can't the classrooms be made suitable for use?
Marilyn Ford
340 Ashley

The BG NevfS

worL!)»nEws
(.» Aa«acle*«Kl Praia

Eban condemns French
JERUSALEM-Isreel accused France yesterday of trying to
cover up its arms deal with Libya, and said the French have
Joined the Russians in upsetting the power balance in the Middle
East.
Foreign Minister Abba Eban told the parliament that
France's Mideast policy was "absolutely one-sided and without
any equality, justice or truth."
Eban spoke in response to several parliamentary motions
condemning the projected French sale of SO Mirage Jets to
Libya.
Israeli officials already have expressed concern that the war
planes supplied to Libya will be made available to Egypt for use
in hostilities against Israel.

Nixon orders more cuts
WASHINGTON-President Nixon has ordered further substantial last-minute cuts in his forthcoming budget-perhaps in
an effort to avoid seeking major new taxes from Congress in
1970.
Press secretary Ronald I.. Ziegler said yesterday that Nixon
informed his Cabinet at a three-hour session Tuesday that
"substantial additional economies should be made" beyond
what earlier had been regarded as the final budget levels for the
1971 fiscal year that begins July 1.
Ziegler acknowledged that the 11th hour budget revisions
could delay until early February presentation of the new federal
spending blueprint.

CHICAGO (AP) - An urban
research and publishing firm
reported yesterday that black
recognition was the major
issue in nearly half of 292
campus protests studied for
the first six months of 1969.
Urban Research Corp., a
private publishing firm
concerned with urban crisis,
also said that 44 per cent of the
292 colleges surveyed were
affected by student power
demands.
The report said that the
popular impressions that
Vietnam and the draft were
the major issues of protest
were erroneous. Urban
Research also said that 72 per
cent of all campus protests

Institutions stifle minorities,
says philosophy professor
Catholics consider it so. Thus,
we have disagreed on our
interpretations of the natural
law that murder is wrong."
The second way of
defending minority rights is
by defining the functions they
serve in our society.
"Their function is to
constantly question the values
which we hold," said Dr.
Katzner.
With no questioning, he
said, truth cannot be reached,
and, thus, we must have
freedom of speech and of
inquiry so we can delve into
our opinions to determine
their validity.
Dr. Katzner stressed the
importance to an open society
of protecting the rights of
minorities because without
minorities our society would
not be open at all.

UAO

CHESS TOURNAMENT
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had no connection with the
New Left.
Black students were involved in more than half of all
protests although only 6 per
cent of the student population
is black.
The report said that there
was no violence or destruction
in 76 per cent of all protests.
Two deaths occurred as a
result of campus unrest, and
injuries occurred in 22 of the
292 protest actions, the report
said.
The study said that 22 per
cent of all protests were
related to the war but only 0.3
per cent called for an end to
the draft; and only 2 per cent

of the protests called for an
end to the Vietnam war.
Urban Research Corp. has
been in existence about 18
months. It is primarily a
research and information
service which conducts,
studies and publishes reports
dealing with social and
economic problems.
It conducts fees studies for
corporations, educational
institutions and government
agencies as well as others.
The report said that the
Midwest had 27 per cent of the
protests, followed by the South
with 18 per cent. New York
City alone accounted for 14 per
cent of the 292 actions.
Schools with enrollments

Senate bill
in proposes
levying education tax

Brandt halts Reds' plan

"is that when you're a part of
the majority it's difficult to be
sensitive to the minority's
problems.
He said there are two ways
of defending minorities'
rights-through the naturallaw theory and the functions
minorities serve in our
society.
The Declaration of Independence, Dr. Katzner said,
defined certain inalienable
rights of all people, and in this
a natural law exists.
Problems arise, he explained, when the natural laws
are interpreted in different
ways. He gave abortion as an
example.
"Catholics say murder is
wrong, and I say murder is
wrong," explained Dr. Katzner, "But I deny that killing a
fetus is actually murder while

9:00A.M.

in the Carnation Room of the Union
S ROUND SWISS STYLE
30 MOVES -30MINUTES
REGISTER AT THE UAO OFFICE ON THE 3rd
FLOOR OF THE UNION BY TEAMS OR AS
INDIVIDUALS - $1.00 ENTRY FEE
TROPHIES PRESENTED BY UAO FOR TEAM
AND INDIVIDUAL WINNERS

collected at the county level.
It was one of several
fastbreaking developments as
the 108th General Assembly
was flooded by introduction of
29 Senate bills and more than
108 pieces of legislation in the
House.
Sen.
Walter
Powell,
Fairfield, introduced the
educational income tax bill
that he said would provide
nearly $528 million more per
year for Ohio's public school
students. He said it would cut
property taxes by $387 million
a year.

A two per cent personal
income tax would be levied on
adjusted gross income under
the biU.

larger than 10,000 students
accounted for 54 per cent of
the protests and there were
only 26 disorders at schools
with less than 5,000 students.
The New Left led 81
campus protests; more than
half were directed at things
related to warfare, although
seldom specifically protesting
against the Vietnam war.
Seizure of buildings or
school strikes occurred in 26
per cent of the protests.
Disruptions and sit-ins occurred in 30 per cent of the
protests.
In its study of protests and
violence, the report said
damage from bombings and
fires occurred in 19 per cent;
arson was proven in eight
protests.
The least amount of
violence accurred in protests
by white students without New
I*ft participation.
The report said that 69 per
cent of all demands were
refused by college administrators but demands of
black students were granted
200 per cent more than
demands of white students.

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?

THIS 6-BUTTON. DOUBLE-BREASTED SUIT,
MODELED BY MARK ALEXANDER IS ONE
OF NICHOLS SUPER SPECIALS FOR THEIR
JANUARY CLEARANCE. IT HAS STRAIGHT
BOTTOM PANTS AND REG. RETAIL IS $1M!
NOW ON SALE FOR $79.95!
SEE IT NOW AT NICHOLS CLOTHIERS, THAT
DISTINCTIVE STORE WITH THE RED
FRONT, DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN.

WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH A CHURCH
CHARTER AND YOU CAN START YOUR OWN
CHURCH. HEADQUARTERS OF UNIVERSAL
LIFE'CHURCH WILL KEEP RECORDS OF
YPUR CHURCH AND FILE WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND 'FURNISH
YOU A TAX EXEMPT STATUS-ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS REPORT YOUR ACTIVITIES
TO HEADQUARTERS FOUR TIMES A YEAR.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
33021

A Diviston of
Proudly Presonts

*

T"* *"■'

NICHOLS
CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St. Bowling Green

>fr

TM€ MAYSlf S BROMU-ltS NEW HIM

SilllSAlAX
The Most Highly Acclaimed
Film Of The Year!
"Hard-hitting, anti establishment
stuff
Judith Crlai / I was spellbound I've seen SALESMAN three
times and each lime I've been mo*a
impressed Fascinating,, vary tunny,
unforgettable"- Vincent Canby.
New Yotk Times I "Probably Ihe
most important film you will see this
year - Joeeph Qelmto. Newsday I
"impossible to over-estimate There
is no doubt that wrt shall see SALESMAN as a turning point in the history
of Mm"-FHm Society Review /
"An extraordinary Mm no one dares
miss '-Hew York Magaunt / "An
experience that sticks in the memory Trie suspense becomes unbearable As dramatic as any human drama I've ever seen in any
medium Ten limes more fascinating
than the big budget hokum turned
out by Hollywood. It is total real
Bex Read

NICHOLS JANUARY
CLEARANCE
SALE
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON
ALL SUITS!!

TONITE 730 9:30
105 HANNA
ADM $1.00

LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS

prevent birth defects

MA Mil
OF DIMES
PUBLIC SERVICE

BY THE BG

VALUES TO 10.00-

ALL STYLES, COLORS,
AND SIZES
-3 FOR 13.00

FAMOUS MAKE OUTERWEAR.
PRICES SLASHED

wWire to the
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National poll lists protest causes

COLUMBUS (AP) - A
Republican-sponsored bill to
levy an income tax for
education on individuals and
BONN. Germany - Chancellor Willy Brandt rejected businesses was offered in the
yesterday Communist East Germany's demand for in- Ohio Senate yesterday.
It would impose a two per
ternational recognition. He disclosed that the East Germans
also had called on West Germany to "reduce or even revoke" its cent income tax on individuals
and an eight per cent income
commitments to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Brandt invited Communist leader Walter Ulbrich to enter tax on business and industry.
The statewide tax would be
talks soon on the renunciation of the use of threat of force.

This
country
has
established institutions which
systematically work to stifle
minority
groups-usually
black people-and the worst
offender is the educational
system, according to Dr.
I.mis Katzner, assistant
professor of philosophy.
Dr. Katzner spoke on
"Minorities-Their Functions
and Their Rights" Tuesday
night in the Union in a
program
designed
to
stimulate interest for forming
a philosophy rinb.
According to Dr. Katzner,
our educational system is
simply institutionalized
racism. Educators
are
covertly discriminating
against the blacks, and many
of them do not even realize
they're doing it.
"The
problem," said Dr. Katzner,

Thursday

REG.S5.M
REG. 50.00
REG. 42.50

NPW 50.00
NOW 40.00
NOW 37.50

WARM
SKI SWEATERS

REG. 23.00
NOW 14.95

Nichols Clothiers

NEWS

"The Distinctly* Store With The Red Front"

D
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Contributions for Number
t are accepted daily at the BG
News office. 106 University
Hall. Sketches, creative
photographs, short stories,
book, record, and movie
reviews and free verse
writings are needed. Any
student may submit entries
for consideration. For additional information, contact
Barb Jacola in the BG Newt
office.
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Symbol is many things
Peace? . . .What else can
this mean?
Come to 101 Psychology
Bldg. at S p.m. for a short
introductory meeting and find
out.
Dr. Hoemann, professor of
psychology, will be there to
greet all those interested in
learning the sign language of
the deaf.
These instructions are free
of charge and credit.All you
need is enthusiasm and a halfhour of "free" time.

CLAZEL

THRU

TUESDAY,JAN. 20

EVE. AT 7:10,9:30 SAT. AND SUN. MAT.-2:30, *:50

[William Faulkner^ Pulitzer Prize Winning
Novel The Reivers" is now a film!

SipphMtit sinks
additional material
"Can I ask you a
question?"
"I won't answer that."
"Do you have something to
do now?"
"I did yesterday at this
time."
"But wasn't that yesterday?"
"Not at the time."
"Will you do the same thing
today?"
"I thought so yesterday."
"Well, will you now that it's
today?"
"I can never know what I'll
do one day to the next."
"Then why not submit
original poetry, short fiction,
and art work to the BG News
Office, in care of the Literary
Supplement?"

TO
DO
TODaY
Will hold auditions for the
dance drama "ANTIGONE "
AT-8:30 p.m.in 302 Women's
Bldg.

Will be held at 8:15 p.m. m
the Recital Hall, Music Bldg.
Nancy Byers, flute, Sharon

CANTERBURY INN
(C.I.)
"IT'S YOUR THING TIME"
WEDNESDAY 4 THURSDAY NIGHTS,
FRIDAY ft SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

Steve McQueen plays Boon
in'The Reivers"
I'.in.i, isu >n'N let him i lim A ( iiiemj < ciitei I ilim PjVMMMlon
A NamtnalCcfwial PH. lures Release QT^'JT^"-^

by Gltn Eeplertan

STUDENT
RECREATIONAL SWIM
Will be held from 6:30 to 8
p.m. in the Natatorium.
INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Rev. Paul Valentine
will discuss "Real Failure Is"
at 7 p.m. in 200 Moseley Hall.
KARATE CLUB
WiU meet at 7 p.m. in 102
Men's Gym.

FREE JUKEI

Will
present
"The
Salesman" at 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall.

PLAYING THIS WEEK

GERMAN CLUB

THE BLUE BEATS

Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Alumni Room, Union.

THEY'RE THE MOST!

MISS BGSU PRELIMINARY
WiU be held at 7:30 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Ten finalists will be selected
from the 20 contestants.
VETERAN'S CLUB

THE HOLIDAYS
ARE OVER -

By Jimfs I.ravell

Ordinary.

WiU meet at 4 p.m. in the
t^Uuin«TR(#i. Union.

Father.
Kaiile's nest.
Gasoline
engine.
Nothing.
I.nwn

CUP COUPON
AND BRING TO OUR BACK
TO NORMAL CELEBRATION

B

10

H
2t

relatives.
Breach.

GOOD SUNDAY - MONDAY
AND TUESDAY ONLY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
11A.M. TO 1P.M.
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Moil drum
uuijorelles eniised tmflle jinn.

~«®fe~ CL3SSIFIED —«®fc—
"l ti, BGN«W«
iWrn.vprMtvH.iH
MAlffHTll

pfccm

iVtnled errors, nhtvh in the
Nvws' tjpimon deter (roin the
\alue of tin1 advertisement.
Mill be i -edified f re* of elutme
if reported in pe-rs.vi within 48
(tours of publication.

11 strinK (libfwn rail Ivan !•

IASTANI>mt'Nt)

r*a

nlf \>& triumph TR.1.

parts car. rblt Mg, new
tram . bra urn ttrta; sears :t*pcvd bike, after lu in p.m
552-14C. I*n
Kor sale Mass Alllp Anipet.
\f inch speaker ^72-4893

PUEAflK rt-turn . lr» nn
Wy'l. 37iJ919 Hrwusl

rORSALBORRRNI
.slilthtly used stereo car-tape
l*raiK' ; IWO UrKe speakers »4 00 UK Id 20 hip tapes - Call
UM113 atler 4 pm.

.'.arage wanted to rent in
vicinity ot 115 F. Merry St
I all Rob at KJ4M4
For Sale Human hair fall.
Cs> |«e 35*3364
.Single room for male student
l'.h. 3»:-;:«VJ
Needed 1 female roommate to
share beautiful modem apt. I
block from Campus - starting
Feb.
1st
grad.
student
preferred Call U2-6CH after

in MLVi lli.M1

AIV Final BH Jbi

Royal Tireen eouldn't have
(JNfMB a betlrr Con inlander.
Sue UTB fheryl wd Marie

eiiKaKeineni
and h'"

Sally. Diane.

Iton'l mis.'
Onw'*'

• TV

IVIt Sulers

('hi Mu I'lnkii want to
ixin^ratulate Ijnda. Sh.rn.
lVim> Sue and Beth. Two
engagement?!
and
three
pinnin^s isn't bad actlvlca'

The Itestlest Une»" are
coming'

Phi Mu - You remembered'
mi years old' Snakes

RdTC Hand
Ot high for
Knday* Game" Kathy.

Iirevtmaking and alterations
at iu> home, reasonable Tall
Kathi 1M40&I

Good

Tuh
QrMk

luvk

Diane

•

We're

roolinit for vou From Harmon
Ki-inunate - Male - t$Q per
month - '210 N Knlerprise or
ph tti-uWvt after $ pm

218-219-230.

tJirK*- ,1,'ulilv i.nun for 2 mule
Mnnntl Mat campus, kllchrr
atlllllll, Ph. 3M-7JSS.

GOOD. DM1)

RMmmat. wanted
Maiivillo, 3i:l*ffj,l

l onKratuUliMU IKS and 11 i.l
on your entiaK^m^nt. Ill

The Northern Ohio Telephone
Company really .slinks'

311

!Ml • Gold Inillnl ritu: • Kinder

1*M Dodge Dart, two door,
liard top. original owner etc
.-,nd «994, ph UMOH.

HOURS: SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
11A.M. TO 11P.M.
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53 t l|HT!l
melollv.

11

41

Route.
Prims

•

emnnntion.

53 Stun*.
;.4 Coin.

CYPTOGRAM — By Hull) Wnlliridge

Students may register for
membershipthis week from 1
to 4 p.m. on the first floor,
Education Bldg. The membership fee is 13.50.

iMt: '69 Blue i'I..vs.s RING
Initials U.K. at S Hall

WE STILL HAVE OUR
JOLLY RED UNIFORMS

31

M

Occupied
ii sent.
Front of the
fool.
Leveled.

i

31

Distant,

I7S3

with Coupon

l

n

.

4lj Wish .
47 t'.ireiilnr
edge.
19 Current
of nir.
.'•tl Armies.
51 Spot.
53 Subtle

Solution of YeHterday'n Puizle

ASSOCIATION FOR
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Hate*: I W pet line per day 2
lines (iiinltuuni, average o, j
words per line
UrAillinrs
j p in l»» ii«>s
ivpforf dale of publication.
The rW'i NfWI NMtH the
right to will or ratal any
Ctaulfled
advertisement

$1.35

<

3

1

11

Astringent.

PHI BETA LAMBDA

WiU meet at 7:30 p.m. in
112 Life Science Bldg.

1616 E. WOOSTER

1

herliiiKe.

STUDENT COUNCIL

OLDE ENGLISH FISH'N CHIPS

2 FISH'N CHIPS

shelters.
117 Droops.
DOWN
I Cook.
J Recline
lusily,

Football
players.

WiU meet at 5:30 p.m. in
the River Room, Union.

MEET YOU
AT

(1 Venomous
Minkes.
7 Itcxrcl.
X Annul.
1* Senior.
in Superiority, Sit lle.nn of
11 Single time.
light.
12 Principal
:« Nature
nctor.
spirit.
IS Cans.
M Speak.
21 Automobile. 42 Coins.
23 Dusk lo
43 Armed
eonlliel.
dawn.
2.*i Atmosphere. 44 Mnkes moist.

iu» Canvas

Against.
Otherwise.
Disburse.
Scrutinise.
Woolly
coverlniCM,

2li Miinufiielurer.
KOIlv fruit.
3D Melodies.
'-".i Dose.
31 linrrel.
S3 Push,
33 Daub.
SA Fashion.

."> Kleuileil h>
ineltinu.

ACROSS
H3 Forward
Musiriil sifin.
Iinrl.
Miu-kery.
laseball
Greatest
temii.
■mount.
115 Scottish
Frost.
eups.

Ciiilenoe.
One's

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH

3 Facility.
4 Utterly.

PUZZLE

Vandeventer, bassoon, and
Connie Hock and Kathleen
Morese, piano, will perform.

PERFORMING DANCE
GROUP

STUDENT RECITAL

t

I'oi Rent
Furniaheil room
dan l.' .Hinpus. full house
prtTtteaM, 3M5161

Nichols January Clearance is
on - see regular ad!

I imii. Good lurk In UK- MLVI
BOSH rajirant Vour Alpha

('onifrata »m going
Your brother. Mouse

CinmiKi Wn IWUs »rc hujh tor
the ML» HGtiU pnnranl
Need ride to Onetnnali Friday
■ Will share expenses
lail
Karen ST3-t037.
Ride needed
To Indpls.,
Ilnilm-. 111.. Ball St or Anderson Jan. 16 Call Kathy 34TT. Share E»p

Alpha Cams ■ get h«h for
ITkUy'k
"Tea'rific shark.
Snakes

WATCH FOR
One*.''

NMd nwle or open-nunded coisl to share apt nood tor
study ing. completely furnished inclwlnut TV 4 aircondlUoninii Call NK* JM7TS6 Varsity Sq. Apt

Dry cleaning and shirt service
is open for business behind
Jac and Do's on State street
Car parking spaces lor rent,
too.

Tired of Teeny-bop bands?
Professional Music for Frat ■
and Sor. parties, all occasions.
THF PRIMARY ml DBS
Ph &443S1 or JH-M74

Male roommate wanted for
winter and spring at Greenview Apis
Call 352-2M2,
between 4 and I PM

Alpha Guns. Thanks for the
great support' Saturday is the
Rig Day Alpha Gam l*rvr.
Karen.

Wanted two male roommates
lor winter k spring qtrs . apt
91 Grecnview after 4.

Alpha Sigs
RUSH1'

THF HUTCH
Pels and suppwss. penary sale
for 1 weeks, on plants and
many different kinds of fish.
421 i l*rospei-t, BG. O. Phone
3M-9JU

IIHSINFSS AM IPKBSONA1.
1.si IONS and gallons ol
BFFR-Becr-RF.FR!
Sat..
I 30pm in the Party Room of
Progress Industrial Park,
corner of l.rhmann and
Manvllle. 2 blocks south of
F'ounders.
Everyone
welcome Joe College and
Fraternity Bob live.
llii i'lcdfii sav Coed luck Jan

Get high for

the K.-siless

Bide needed lo Cleveland. Vic
You win again.
Congratulations on your
engagement Knstle and Dean,
1JTB Cheryl
Ralph, can we tickle your
fancy?

Ham

Will babysit in
phone 344-4M3

my

home.

Congratulations Unda on your
lavallering and Betty on your
pre-enganement. love in KD.
Susie.

New York to Ixndon - Summer Vacation trips - Hound
Trip $1(9 Now filling - small
deposit and pavments - send
for free details StudentGlobe
Roamers.
Bus
6575
Hollywood. Florida JJ02I

I ^rrv Sock It to that National

CongraU

Barb

on

your

Krstleu

Sweaters and slaelu reduced
Z) per cent during; Nichols
Januars (VarancT! Stop in
and see other fantastic
baritalns
at
M1110I.S
CLOTHIERS.
THAT
IIIST1MT1VK STORF WITH
THK HK1) KROST
Alpha Phi's are behind you all
the way to the top, Jan' Good
lurk tonight!
Barb, good luck tonight at the
Miss BGSU pageant You're a
Phi'ne Candidate The Mu
pledges
Harb, we're backing you
tonight Your Gamma Phi
sisters
Mark
and
Barb,
congratulations on
your
Kappa .Sigma lavallering, the
Brothers of the Star and
Crticent.
Joe College and Fraternity
Bob are alive and well at THE
PARTY. See them at Hal
BEFR BLAST - the Hydraulic
Room of Progress Industrial
Park, corner of Lehmann and
Manvllle. Saturday. • » p.m
Student with morning hours
available to work in automatic
car wash, extra working hours
available If desired. Call SS2(634
Nan - thanks for everything
and congratulations: little CP
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Army investigations link nine
more to My Lai massacre

-A»i»clat*4 Pr««t ttlr*

TWO CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE Instructors were
suspended for SO days following i coeducational
sociology class last week which featured rock music,
films and a nude couple. Marlon Steele, 31, and Dr.

Donald Robertson, », staged the class to contrast
America's prudlshnesi about sex with Its toleratten of
such "glaring obscenities" at the Vietnam war and
violence on TV.

Board approves school plans
Plans for a new school and
workshop for the mentally
retarded were approved
yesterday at a meeting of the
Wood County Board of Mental
Retardation.
The plans will be submitted
tomorrow to the. State
Department and Jan. 23 to the
federal government for approval, according to Mrs.
Jeanne Uppert, school administrator.
"We're almost certain the
plans will be accepted," said

Clarence Werner, board
member.
Funds for the new building,
tentatively to be built on
Gypsy Lane Road, were
derived from bond levies and
donations. The state will grant
an equal amount matching the
funds raised by Wood County.
The new school building
will provide room expansion
and improved facilities for the
100 retarded students now
attending classes.
The
workshop
was

orginally drawn to adjoin the
new school building, but due to
state regulation they are to be
built separately.
The purpose of the
workshop is to train the
mentally deficient who are 21
years old or over, in useful
vocations.
"This gives them a sense of
purpose," said Werner.
The members of the board
are awaiting approval from
the federal government so

Security adds 3 officers
to curb theft, vandalism
Campus Secutity has added
three officers to its staff to
help cope with the increasing
problems of night-time
vandalism and theft.
According to Chief Security
Officer
Spencer
T.
Calcamuggio, the thefts and
vandalism have been steadily
increasing over the past three
years.
The additional officers,
who are on duty at night, will
■be working on foot to clieck
parking areas and other highvandalism areas.
The officers, Evan Long,
Robert Braman and Wayne
Rush began work for the
security force Jan. 5. The
department's force has been
increased now to 16 men and
two women.
All three officers have had
previous police experience,
according to the chief. Two of
them have had more than
seven years of experience.
The third has had three years.
Money for salaries for the

men is included in the security
department's budget for 1970.
The total money in that budget
is between $130,000 and
(135,000.
Additional police manpower can be secured from the
other two law enforcement
agencies in Bowling Green, the
city police and the sheriff's
department. The chief said,
however, that this action is
taken only during emergen-

that plans for construction can
get underway.
In addition to the new
buildings, the school hopes to
purchase two buses before the
end of this school year.
James E. Lupe, of the
Toledo Trust, donated 11.000
Five thousand dollars was
donated anonimously and the
Community Chest allowed
17,500 for the purchase of the
buses, reported Mrs. Bernadine
Restle,
board
secretary.
"We hope to buy our first
one today," said Werner

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
number of persons under
Army
investigation or
charged in the alleged My Lai
massacre of Vietnamese
civilians has grown to 35-nine
more than reported by Army
Secretary Stanley Resor to
Congress last Nov. 26.
The increase results from
evidence turned up by Army
probers during questioning of
men who witnessed, or knew
•bout, the events at the
Vietnamese hamlet March 16,
1968
The investigation is far
from finished. Officials
consider it possible that the
bat could grow even more,
although some persons now
under investigation could be
cleared.
Four soldiers have been
charged so far and two of
them have been ordered to
face court-martial trials.
Decisions on whether to try
the other two may be weeks
off.
In addition, there are 13
soldiers and 18 former soldiers
whose actions at the time of
the My Lai episode are under
scrutiny.
The Army has refused to
identify any of those under
investigation except the four
men formally charged.
Meanwhile, the Army has
ordered consolidation of the
investigation
and
the
processing of allegations
under a single senior officer,
U. Gen. Albert O. Connor,
commanding general of the
3rd Army at Fort McPherson,
Atlanta, Ga.
The only cases to remain
out of Connor's control will be

cies or special campus activities.
The vandalism problem is
a campus problem. Therefore,
expansion of parking area
patrol was taken by campus'
security rather than the city,
the Security officer said.
Chief Calcamuggio said he
believes the thefts of auto
parts and accessories have
been made by a small band of
persons
making
their
livelihood from them.

The consolidation of all but
the Calley and Mitchell cases
was brought about, the Army
said, by "the scope of the
investigation and the number
and scattered locations of
possible witnesses both
military and civilian."
As a result, the Army said,
a number of men who are
either under investigation or

are potential witnesses will be
reassigned to Fort McPherson
or nearby Army installations.
More than 140 witnesses
have been questioned both
here and in Vietnam by a
special Army board trying to
determine why a field investigation of massacre
reports right after the alleged
incident led to no legal or
disciplinary action.

REAL FAILURE IS
4...to live without knowing what life is all about
...to feed on things that do not satisfy
...to think you have everything that matters only
to find in the end that you have nothing that
matters

Real failure can be avoided,
Speaker: Rev. Paul Valentine
Place: 200 Moseley Hall
Sponsor: l.V.C.F.

Date & Time: Monday,
Jan. 15,
from 7:00-8:30 P.M.

A NEW RISE IN FASHION
TAKE A KLUNKY HEEL AND MAKE IT KLUNKIER. THEN ADD A LINE OF COLOR
AROUND THE SOLE OF THE SHOE. 2 STRAPS ACROSS THE TOP, AND YOU HAVE
IT! THE PLATFORM HY JACQUELINE. BLUE WITH RED PATENT. 121

SAU

LASALLE'S
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Council meets
The topic of giving
academic credit to participants of the ROTC
program will come up for
discussion at tonight's Student
Council meeting.
The meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. in 112 Life Science Bldg.

IM) NT
MISS

those of 1st Lt. William L.
Calley at Fort Benning, Ga.,
and Staff Sgt. David Mitchell
at Fort Hood, Tex.
Calley has been charged
with premeditated murder,
Mitchell with assault with
intent to commit murder.
The cases of the two other
soldiers already charged will
be shifted to Fort McPherson.
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Clothes

"The
Restless
Ones"

ftttdt
511 I. W...l.r

UAO
HEARTS
TOURNAMENT

PHI DELTA THETA
OPEN HOUSE '
All freshmen are
cordially invited

WED., JANUARY 21

Thurs. Jan. 15

7-9P.M.

1

FROM 7-9 PM IN THE ALUMNI ROOM OF THE
UNIVERSITY UNION TO REGISTER CALL OR
GO TO THE UAO OFFICE ON THE 3rd FLOOR
OF THE UNION.
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Cagers outlast Kent
By Gary Davit

Sports Editor
The old scoreboard clock
can work wonders.
It proved to be the Falcons
beat friend last night chopping
short a frantic Kent rally 7367. After leading by 16 points
briefly in the first half and by
10 throughout most of the
second, visiting Kent charged
to within seven in the closing
minutes.
Bowling Green enjoyed a
plus SO per cent shooting in the
initial half but began to force
their shots and tailed off to a
not so glamorous 45 per cent.
Falcon head coach Bob
Conibear didn't feel Mi
rharies relaxed after nainini

the 10 point lead.
"We just took bad shots
and forced shots," he said,
"We played spots of good
basketball but our shooting
from percentage areas was
poor."
Bowling Green got a double
scoring punch from Dan
McLemore and Rich Walker
in the first half, 16 and 10
points respectively. They
were limited to only seven and
three in the final though and
only Jim Penix picked up the
slack.
"We tried to change our
man on man coverage on
McLemore and Walker in the
second half," said Kent coach
Frank Truitt, "We did a great
tobon them, but it sure is hard

for us to matchup against
them guys."
This was a high point for
Kent but Penix's 11 points in
the
second
half
was
damaging.
"Penix was there with that
outside shooting," lamented
Truitt.
The Falcons opened
sluggishly unable to hit
consistently from the outside.
Jim Penix nailed a pair of free
throws to snap a three-all tie
at the 18:18 mark. Bowling
Green
never
trailed
throughout the remaineder
of the half.
As they overcame some
unsure ball handling and
rebounding, BG stretched
their lead to as much as 16
points. Kent held close until
Dan McLemore ignited the
Falcon pullway with 12 of his
14 points throughout the rest of
the half. BG climbed to a 39-23
lead despite a rising foul count
that sidelined Bob Quayle and
Jim Connally.
The 16 point lead dwindled
to eight at the half when Kent
fashioned an amazing display
of outside shooting good for SS
per cent. Ace Bruce Burden

G

spearheaded the Flaahi' rally
with 12 points.
The overall tempo of the
game slowed in the final ten
minutes with both teams
slacking in accuracy. The
Falcons snubbed repeated
opportunities to widen the 10
point gap. Kent couldn't get
over the hump when they
slipped off the SS per cent first
half shooting to finish 47 for
the night.
Burden provided the only
serious threat for the Flashes
adding 12 points in the final
half. Kent tried to work to him
oftener in the final 10 minutes
but Quayle limited his scaring
chances.
The visitors missed the
scoring of forward Tom
Lagodich who was held to five
points in the game. He was
ineffective from outside and
Kent didn't get enough from
either Larry Wilson (9) or
Roger Evans (10) to offset the
loss of points.

Ticket iifo
Tickets for the
Miami-Bowling Green
game Saturday in
Oxford are on sale at the
ticket office in Anderson
Arena
today
and
tomorrow. Ticket office
hours are between 8
a.m. to noon and 1-4:30
p.m. Approximately 100
tickets priced at $2.50
have
been
made
available for Bowling
Green sale.

sporrs
SOARING ABOVE two Kent defenders for Z of his 13
points last night Is Falcon team leading scorer Rich
Walker (33).

Indoor track team
gears for opener
Vin Mannix
Sports Writer
The temperature may be in
the teens and there may be
snow on the ground, but you'll
probably see groups of about
five or six guys in orange
sweatsuits jogging by daily.
These runners are just
some of the SO candidates who
will form the track and field
team in the spring. Track is
normally thought of as a
warm weather, outdoor sport.
One might wonder why those
runners are out in weather
unfit for anybody except
maybe the Minnesota Vikings
and polar bears. Actually,
they are readying for the
indoor track season which
begins for the Falcons on
January 17th at the Eastern
Michigan Open.
"This meet is mainly to
find out early how we will do
against other competition,"
said Mel Brodt, Falcon track
coach.
With the meet only days
away, Brodt is concerned
mainly with the field events.
"We're going with freshmen in this division," said
Brodt, "since they are eligible
and because graduation hurt
us. The throwing events, shot.

discus, hammer and javelin
are events where freshman
Reid Wickhiser will be
counted on. In the javelin
there is also Jeff Huston, a
senior.
Brodt has more depth and
experience in the running field
events such as the pole vault,
triple jump and long jump.
The Bard twins, Gene and
Dean give support in all three
while individually John Trill
heads the pole vaulting,
having a 14'6" effort. A
standout in the triple jump is
George Gell.
Sid Sink, two-time AllAmerican, heads up the
distance runners. Backing
him are Dave Wottle, Rich
Breeze and Steve Danforth.
The sprinters feature Bob
James and Ed Watkins in the
100. Jim Gagnet tops the 400
yard dash department and
will be seconded by Luke
Fullencamp
and
Jim
ldwrence.
Sink and Wottle are expected to answer the 880 hopes.
Paul Zitko, MAC runner-up
in the hurdles is top man in the
highs with Chuck Mansell a
close second. Jim Gagnet
leads the trio of low hurdlers,
including Zitko and Gary
Osborne.

GOOD LUCK
CINDYWE'RE WITH YOU
TONITE!

Connolly, Penix
tops against OU
The piayers of the week in
basketball were Jim Connally
and Jim Penix. Both Falcons
were honored for their performances in Saturday's big
victory over the Bobcats of
Ohio University, 8S-6S.

Freshmen
Win, 77-69
Bursting out to an early 120 lead, the Bowling Green
freshmen held on to edge the
Kent State freshmen, 77-69.
"I've seen them play
better," said assistant varsity
coach Jim McDonald. "They
must
rebound
better
especially on their second and
third effort."
Leading the baby Falcon
scoring attack was Tim
Perrine with 18 points.
Following close behind were
Dalynn Badenhop with 16
points, Tom Scott with IS, and
Jeff Lessig 14. Other scorers
included Jeff Booms 6, Al
RUM 6, and Tom Babik 2.
The young Falcons held a
slim 42-39 margin in total
rebounds. Tying for Falcon
rebounding honors were Jeff
Booms and Tim Perrine each
with 10.
"I was most impressed
with Tim Perrine's offensive
board work," added coach
McDonald. "He gota couple of
crutial rebounds when the
team needed them."
The final statistics showed
the BG freshmen outshooting
the Kent State freshmen 47 per
cent to 37 per cent from the
floor.

"•-• prx*. by Kin BMut.r

SHOOTING OVER a sea of blue uniformed Kent playeri la
Rich Walker. The Falcons didn't maintain the excellent
positioning that keyed their solid defensive effort against

Connally was "Mr. Offense" for the evening, hitting
seven of seven from the floor
and six of seven from the
charity stripe for 20 points,
tied with fellow Falcon Rick
Walker for gam* scoring
honors. Connally also ripped
the boards for seven rebounds,
seveal of which he converted
Into two pointers for BG. The
20 points are Connally's
highest scoring game of the
year. He moved into double
figures in the last two ball
games against North Carolina

TONI
THE SEVEN LITTLE XI'S
WISH YOU LUCK
IN
MISS BGSU
BEER

MUSIC

UP AND la far Daa
McLemore In last
night's 73-67 victory
over Kent.

Good Luck Tonight
Barb
in Miss BGSU

115 E. COURT ST.

We Know You Can Oo It!
GAMMA PHI'S
IF YOU-RE LOOKING
FOR A GOOD MEAL
COME & SEE
KEITH KAUFMAN

CHERIE
LOVE, STARCH

ZOOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE

Student
Special..
Thurs.

Chicken Cacciatore
AND SIDE ORDER OF SEASHELLS

FOLKSINGER 8:30 TO 12:00

DRAFT BEER
petti's Alpenhorn Room
117 IN Main

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
NEW OFFICERS
OF SIGMA NU
EMMTNENT COMMANDER ROBERT HENIKMAN
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER HOWARD JINKINSON
MARKAGEE
RECORDER
TREASURER
GARY ANDREWS
ART TO ALSTON
CHAPLAIN
HOUSE MANAGERS
GREG DAWSON
DAVE OSMUN
DAVEJOHNSON
PLEDGE MARSHALL
JIMSZOKA
RUSH CHAIRMAN
SOCIAL CHAIRMEN
JACK GROSS
BILL NELSON
SENTINELS
JEFFSCHEUERMAN
JIM
WILLIAMS
ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN
RON PROSPERI
STEWARD
JOHN NORWINE
HISTORIAN
REXSTANFORTH
REPORTER
ERICCANTER

THEY'VE NEVER HEARD OF FROST BITE
OR GAS-LINE FREEZE UP OR « FOOT SNOW
DRIFTS EITHER

\
I DAYS OF BAHAMA SUN AND 5 NIGHTS
FOR ONLY SMI.M

KAUFMAN'S

THERE IS A LONG LIST OF EVERYTHING
THIS LOW PRICE INCLUDES
NO OBUGATION-JL'ST STOP BY THE UAO
OFFICE ON THESrd FLOOR OF THE UNION
AND GET THE FULL DETAILS

DOWNTOWN
163 S.MAIN

Bowling Green, Ohio
Kitchen Open
Til 12:30 A.M.

v

4:30 to 8:00

$1.25

IT WAS 15 BELOW AT BG LAST WEEK WITH
THE CHILL FACTOR THAT MADE IT
AROUND M BELOW

Alpha Chi lov your sisters

Happy 20th
Birthday

and Wittenberg. The Falcon
center is now averaging nine
points a game after nine
contests.
In his first start of the
season, Jim Penix pulled
down 11 rebounds and was
named "Mr. Defense" for the
week. Penix was honored for
his all-around defensive hustle
during the course of the game
but mainly for pulling down
those 11 rebounds and playing
"heads up" defense against
taller Ohio opponents. Penix
also helped out offensively
with IS points and led the way
down the floor on several fast
breaks, while also being the
first one back on several
defensive occasions. Penix is
now averaging in double
figures scaring wise for the
season.

Ohio University. Trying to edge by his opponent Tom
Lagodich (23) Is BG's Jim Penix (Sli.

IT'S A TOUGH CHOICE-THE CHILL FACTOR
OR BAHAMA SUN-BUT STOP BY THE UAO
OFFICE ANYWAY

